
COURSE/PROGRAME OUTCOME OF DEPARTMENT OF SANSKRIT

The College offers Undergraduate Honours and General Course in Sanskrit. The outcomes of

this course are as follows.

Students who complete the Sanskrit Honours might come up the following knowledge and skills.

i. The most practical value of learning Sanskrit lies in the fact that it trains the mind to

think logically brings clarity of expression, develops intellectual strength and provides

keen insight into the meaning of the word.

ii. Sanskrit also facilitates a better grasp of the mechanism of other language and scripts.

Programs Outcome:

CO-1: Moral teaching and Basics of Sanskrit.

The students able to learn the basic classification Sanskrit literature and reason of emergence of

Modern era.

CO-2: Drama-l and History of Sanskrit Literature-1

Students able to grow their knowledge of Culture, Drama enhance students artistic and creative

ability and gives them a better understanding of themselves and their world.

Learning Sanskrit Literature, Part-l help to knows the world famous Writers/ Poets just like

Kalidas, Magha etc.

CO-3- Dramatic Dramaturgy

Dramaturgy is the basic knowledge to create Drama So it help for Students Creations.

An Introduction to the Techniques of Panini Grammar and prosody.

Sanskrit grammar offers a beautifully clear structure as well recognized by Indian grammarians

over 2.500 years age.

CO-5- Poetry and History of Sanskrit- Literature -ll (Gitikavya, Khandakavya etc.

Sanskrit poetry is the mirror of Indian Culture tradition, History of Sanskrit literature II also the

basic knowledge of Sanskrit poetry and poets.

CO-6- Meta-rules of Panian Grammar, Poetics Figures of Speech.

The Students will bale to understand the Morality of Kavya and meta-rules of grammar built the

student as a perfect Sanskrit learner.

. CO-7- Cases and case Ending in panin Grammar and Translation-l



Translation help to student that how they speak in Sanskrit easily.

CO-8 Inscriptions, Upanisad and Bhagavad-Gita.

Inscriptions help the student to know valuable historical evidence of the existence and activities

of early kings and expires. They also provide detailed religious practices.

Upanishad and Bhagavad-Gita is the heartbeat of Indian Spirituality. It teaches us that intellect

not superior to direct experience and intuition.

CO-9-Case and Case Endings of Paninian Grammar Translation and Lexicon.

Lexicon help the students to grow their word knowledge.

CO-10- Ornate prose and prose writing

The student will able to write in Sanskrit through the essay writing.

CO-l l- Ornate poetry in Sanskrit & History of Sanskrit literature -III (Mahakavya and Champu.

As well as it help the student to know the Sanskrit Kavya and Campus.

CO-12- Veda, Vedic Grammar and History of Vedic literature.

Learning of veda and vedic grammar help the student to know a large body of religious texts

originating in ancient India.

CO- I 3- Arthasastra, Dharmasastra and Ayurveda.

These are help the student grows their knowledge in socialists and medicine (Ayurveda) by the

ancient book.

CO-14- Technical literature in Sanskrit ( Jyotisa and Vastu)

Students will able to know the pre-idea in Jyotisa and Vastu.
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